EXTREMA Paris new Mobile App
(Android & iOS)

Available from GooglePlay and AppStore
Android: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.phonegap.extremaparis
iOS: https://apps.apple.com/am/app/extrema-paris/id1403333206

EXTREMA Paris is a specifically informed version of EXTREMA Europe in order to meet the complex
needs of the city of Paris, exclusively developed and distributed by ARATOS Systems.
Given the growing concerns related to global heating, EXTREMA Paris is specifically designed to assess
the risk of heat-related hazards (i.e heatstroke, faint, etc.) for each individual user.

EXTREMA Paris has the capacity to provide suggestions on how to respond to high temperatures while,
at the same time, can instantly map out the coolest routes to the users’ destination. With a real-time
update system based on city-specific satellite data, EXTREMA Paris can identify the areas most affected
by heat and provide a personalized assessment along with recommendations to reduce the risk.
EXTREMA Paris comes with a brand new UI design and new navigation through the app while allowing
the user to rate the registered cooling centers and read other users’ experiences and feedback prior to
their visit.
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Features of new EXTREMA Paris:

• New user interface and new navigation through the app
• Your risk: Personalized risk related to heat for your location and recommendations on measures
to reduce your risk.
• Cooling centers: information, opening hours, rating of all the cooling centers in Paris.
• Cool routes: Find the best route to go anywhere in Paris either through cooling centers or
through the currently coolest roads.
• Multiple Profiles: allows you to create different user profiles. Very useful when you want to check
the risks of heat for your loved ones and the elderly around you, enter their profile and their
location and get the assessment of their risk related to heat.

EXTREMA is a service of the 100 Resilient Cities Network (www.100resilientcities.org, founded by the
Rockefeller Foundation).

Find out more on extrema.space and paris.fr/canicule | Follow on twitter: @EXTREMA_proj |
Download from GooglePlay & Appstore.
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